
Why Playdates Are Important 

As a school counselor, I often get reports from teachers and parents that there student/son/daughter is 

having a hard time making friends or feels lonely at school.  What I know about kids (and adults as well) is that 

some people are naturally gifted at making new friends, joining a group and often seem comfortable in social 

situations.  For others, it doesn’t come so easily.  What I tell my students is that making friends takes work.  

Even for those of us who are more naturally introverted, friendships are still an important part of life. 

I make a big effort to try to bring students together through counseling activities such as ‘New Student 

Lunches’ and ‘Lunch Bunches’ and I know our teachers do an excellent job of trying to connect students within 

the classroom as well.  Parents can also have a big impact on helping students form friendships through the 

coordination of PLAYDATES. 

I know for working parents, this can often be challenging, but I assure you, for students who are feeling lonely 

or feeling that they don’t have friends or don’t have a sense of belonging, it can make a big difference in their 

world.  For working parents, perhaps weekends are the best option. 

 Playdates help your child connect more deeply with a classmate. 

 Playdates make your child feel as if he/she has a life of his own.  

 When you find the right playdates, playdates are fun. 

 Playdates allow you as a parent to see how your child interacts with their peers. 

 Playdates allow your child to experience another family and their home. 

“I would suggest that the most important byproduct of your child’s play dates is the “connection” they form 

with others. When we share enjoyable experiences with others, we feel a sense of belonging. This 

connectedness is as important in times of play as it is critical in times of stress. When we are connected to 

others, whether at work or play, we thrive.” (Leighton, 2014) 

 

 


